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Once they represented the next generation of superhero teams… the Guardians of the dawn! They battled
crime lords, corrupt government agents, and even gods and demigods. They made a difference when many
believed they would not.
But while the Guardians of the Dawn are no more, several of the heroes refuse to give up the fight to make
that brighter future possible. Continuing to operate covertly as a “ghost group”, they are known
collectively as…

Alex Wentworth - Paragon City District Attorney
Formerly the Libertarian Avenger, this one-time “Celebutant” became
the worst nightmare for crooked cops and abusive prosecutors. Now
he works from within the system to bring it in line.

Galatea Powers - Paragon City’s “True Guardian”
Born from another world, Galatea came to this world with no
knowledge of who she was. Given a new life and a new name, she’s now
one of the most popular heroes in Paragon City.

Captain Paragonna - Paragon City’s Superhero Policewoman
The original founding member and former leader of the Guardians of
the Dawn, Stevie Walker-Rodgers continues the fight for law and
order, as well as bring that promise of a bright future.

Lyon Powers - Welsh Superhero
Third-generation superhero from England, Katie Lea Powers is quick
to defend her family’s honor and reputation, even when extending it
to her new “adopted” sister, Galatea Powers.

Icon Powers/Kent Poderes - Technical Consultant
The greatest hero of his Earth, and foster father of Galatea, Kent
sacrificed everything, including his cousin’s trust. Now he has lost
much of his powers and seeks to rebuild the trust of his teammates.
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We didn’t think anything
of it.
I mean, yeah, here was
this kid, eager to make a
name for herself. Who
wouldn’t, huh?

The problem is…
she grew up. And we
never saw it.

We gave her rules to
follow. We set limits.
We knew she’d obey them.

Most of us didn’t.
We still saw this
little girl in a
costume.
But they knew.

Special Interview: BrOnx BOxer
The gang members
and the drug
pushers and the
super-criminals.

They knew
which
buttons to
push, which
emotions
to use.

They knew she
wasn’t a little
girl anymore.

New YOrk City HerO

Leader - BrOnx Busters
But the next
morning, there
she was.

I didn’t even know
it was her at the
bar that night.

And all she
could say was…
“Sorry.”

They did their
best to disguise
her, coached her
on what to say
and how to act.

Disgraced HerO

COnvicted Criminal

“Sorrrrry”.

Michael Yorkton, the so-called
“Bronx Boxer”, was one of the
heeeeeeroes brought to justice
by Alice Banks when she was a
federal prosecutor in the
nineteen-nineties.

This miserable excuse of a
human beeeeeeing expects us
to Buhleeeve even to this day
that this so-called
“Heeeeeero” was the “Victim”
of that underage girl.

Ah can only HOOOPE that when Mah
good friend Alice gets that
young misguiIIded Pyrogurl to
testify in the citizen grand jury
that we don’t hear a similar
niiiightmare!

A girl seduced by the world
of heeeeeeeroes.

Nan Bracer - PNN Legal COrrespOndent
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Founders Falls - Paragon City, RI

Missus Romanna…

Paragon City Judicial Center

My admin told me
that you were here
in the lounge.

Office of District Attorney

Alex Wentworth
District Attorney

Tessa Romanna
Hero Corps

Please, call me Tessa.

I understand. And please
call me Alex.

My little girl is
having to relive her
first and worst
outing as a hero* for
a COURT deposition,
Mister Wentworth.

And had I known that this
was needed, I would have
arranged to have Noble
Son do the deposition in
Boston instead of
having you two come
down to Paragon City.*

It’s not something I
can really stomach
as her mother.

(* “Guardians of the
Dawn Spotlight” #15)

(* Last issue)

Please, my
husband and I
were doing
this back when
we could fit in
those tights.
We’re used to
having to
travel to give
testimony.

What I hate is
worrying that Alice
Banks could just
storm in and take
my daughter away
for her witch hunt
against sidekicks.
The city won’t
authorize Hero
corps to protect
her either!

And that, unfortunately, goes to
the rivalry that exists between
Hero Corps and Freedom Corps
going back the late 90’s.
Freedom Corps was set up by Miss
Liberty and trained by both her
daughter and the Back Alley
Brawler. So they obviously have
enjoyed the home-city advantage.
And since the plaintiff
challenging his termination was
a Freedom Corps agent, you can
understand why we can’t ask them
to watch out for Krystalyn.
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Well, that and Maximus
Rex humiliating that
slacker in their lounge.*
It’s a pity he can’t help
protect her now.

Unfortunately he
now works for
Vanguard, and
they have their
hands full with
the Rikti.

(* “Spotlight” #15)

That’s not true, Tessa… Alice
Banks doesn’t have any legal
authority to force your daughter
to testify. She would have to get
a court order before she can--

Which means that
there’s nobody
left that can
protect Krys if
Banks shows up
right now.

And we both know that someone
like her can get that court
order in a heartbeat.
I… I know they’re disbanded…
but I think the only people that
can keep Krys safe right now
are the Guardians of the Dawn.

Well, they may be
disbanded, but I
do know som--

Alex Wentworth…
Call Three urgent.

What is it?
Is she here?

Alex Wentworth…
Call three urgent.

This is Alex.

Wait here Tessa.

Really? No,
keep them there.
I’ll be over.

I’ll be back in a
few minutes.
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S.E.R.A.P.H. Offices - Steel Canyon

Kent?
I could have
sworn he said
he’d be here…

Stevie Walker-Rodgers
Aka Captain Paragonna

Sorry! Sorry, I was…
checking in with the
F.B.S.A.* on some stuff.
What’s up?

You tell me.
you said you
had some
updates on the
research you
did for me.

Kent Poderes
Aka Icon Powers

(* Federal Bureau for Super-Powered Affairs)

His initial arrest report didn’t
list the Temp agency that served as
the clean-up crew as his employer.

Right! Right…
Well, your
Lieutenant Keene
wasn’t entirely
truthful about what
he found concerning
that Bank Robbery
team leader.*

But after he was bailed out by
Grizwald and Clark, suddenly that
detail appeared in the database.
We’re talking some really good
black-hat editing involved with
that addition.

(* Last issue)

So the very reason for the bust… which
ended up being leaked to the media… came
from information that was added later.

So either it’s
someone with direct
access to the
police database…

And Grizwald and Clark has been pretty
busy lately for a law firm that claims
to have just one client.

or maybe… a
technomancer?

Kent… you said this is “black-hat”
editing… you mean someone hacked into
the system and made the changes?

No, not a hacker. You’d need
someone inside the system
able to make the changes in
a way that wouldn’t leave a
digital trail.*

(* Something Kent knows
about from Issue #2)
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You realize what
you’re saying, right?
Technomancers are
very rare outside of
the West Coast.

And the only
technomancer
that we know of in
this city works in
the D.A.’s office.
Yes, I know what
that could mean.

But it’s the only thing that really makes
sense.
Mister Cade wasn’t exactly on the side
of the angels before Alex became
District Attorney. In fact he gave Omega
Shift a pretty rough reception when she
paid their office a visit*… Supposedly to
“verify” her abilities.
He certainly would have the skill. It’s a
pity we don’t have someone like that
working for us. No offense, Kent.
(* “Spotlight” #16)

That seems
to be pretty
common with
you right
now--

None taken, Stevie. There
have been times that I
wished we still had
someone like
StarCygnus… but without
the power-mad demigod
or the angry son of Lord
Geddy that went with it.*
But… I do have someone
that could help us. I
can’t go into details--

(* See the 5-part “Time and
Changes” story in
“Spotlight” for details)

Agent
Rodgers…

Trouble?

Understood.

Could be.
Call Faith and
Katie.
Alice Banks just
showed up at the
D.A.’s office…
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“… and she
didn’t go
there alone.”

What business
do you have
here, Missus
Banks?

That should be
obvious, Mister
Wentworth.
I’m here to get the
testimony of one
Krystalyn
Romanna, aka
“Pyrogurl”.

Alice Banks
Pro-Family Crusader

And why did you
bring these Crey
badges with you?

I retained the services of
the Crey Private Police
Force to help provide
protection and security
for the witnesses, since I
obviously don’t have the
full power of the city
behind me like you do.
They’re going to make sure
that I don’t leave here
without Miss Romanna in
my custody.

First, as I’m sure you’re aware,
you have no authority to force
people to testify.

Third, if you think you can
intimidate either the people in
my office or me with this little
show of force of yours, then
you are sadly mistaken.

Second, the only way Pyrogurl
will be leaving here will be with
her parent, and they have made it
clear that they do not want to
have anything to do with you.
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I am not here to
intimidate anyone, Mister
Wentworth. I am here to
expose the truth about the
dangers these young
heroes are in.
My legal team is working
on getting a court order
to put “Pyrogurl” in our
protective custody until
the Grand Jury convenes.
Crey is just here to make
sure that the judge’s
order is then carried out.

You are
delusional,
Missus Banks.

They would if they
knew the parents
were encouraging
their child to
engage in
dangerous acts.

No judge in their
right mind would
ever give you that
kind of order…
to take a child
away from their
parents like
that!

That is what my
people are arguing
right this very
minute.

I am formally
requesting you
to allow us to
take Pyrogurl
into protective
custody until the
Grand Jury hears
her testimony.

You’ve lived in
New York…

If you do so
now, before
that court
order comes
in, then I won’t
add “witness
tampering” to
the possible
charges for
my grand jury
to consider.

Go
Pound
Salt.

so I know
you’ve heard
this response
before.
with all due
respect…
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Missus Banks?
If you want, we
can teach him a
lesson or two
on manners.
On the house.

You and your Crey
Badges have five
minutes to
peacefully leave
this part of the
Judicial Center.

Without

Pyrogurl.

No… as much as I would enjoy
seeing him humbled like that,
now is not the time.

Meanwhile, tell your
commander to be ready to
move according to the
schedule.

Let him think he still has the
legal advantage. It will
make his reaction sweeter
when the order comes in.

We need to have Miss
Romanna outside and in the
van before Wentworth
realizes what is happening.

Mister Cade, I want you to put the
Paragon Secret Service on alert.
Alice Banks and her Crey Police team are
to leave the building in five minutes or
less, or else I want them charged with
trespassing and failure to disperse.
I shall text-alert the
duty commander now.
Is there anything else
that you require?

Send Liz terry downstairs and find
out if there are any emergency
hearings being conducted.
Also, call up Faith Karl and have her
keep an extra eye on Pyrogurl.

I believe Ms. Karl has today
off, but I will contact City
Hall anyway.
And I will have Ms. Terry
check with the court clerks.
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Midnight Squad Headquarters

Oh, it’s my
pleasure,
‘Taya.

Thank you again
for helping me
with this.
I didn’t realize
the Midnight
Squad had a
larger library
than the college!

Galatea Powers

Prof. Bart Wallace

Otherworld hero

It was something
that Montague
Castanella told me
when he first
recruited me to the
Midnight Squad.

Aka Ryder Lightning

Plus I don’t get
too many chances
to talk with the
old gang since…
well, since we
disbanded.

I know… and I was
wondering why you’ve
been plunging yourself
into your teaching
position lately and
not running around
Steel Canyon.

At least ten.
The reason why I
haven’t been out
and about… is
because… I…
I’ve lost my
abilities.

How many derivations of “Want
of a Nail” are there?

WHAT?!? No way!
When did this happen?

It started while you were a
“guest” in Ouroboros in 2010.*
For whatever reason, my
connection to the Vortex has
been getting weaker and weaker.
The suit that Positron designed
for me helped to boost my speed
for a little while.
But then… the day before Galaxy
City was destroyed, I lost all
my powers, all at once.

(* “Time and Changes” again)
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That’s crazy, Bart!

The Guardians were Disbanded,
‘Taya. The base was shut down, Doc
was missing, Kent was doing…
whatever he was doing. Jason was…
well, Jason was being Jason.

Why didn’t you
come to us about
this?
I mean… well, I’m
sure Kent would
have helped you.

And I did turn to Vanguard for
help, but by then the meteors fell
and Galaxy City was being
destroyed, so my problems took a
back seat to all that.

Or at least the
folks at Vanguard
or the FBSA--

It was… It was maddening for
me at first.

But… eventually I
adapted.

It was like a switch was flipped
and suddenly everything slowed
to a crawl.

I saw what was
going on in Galaxy
City with the rescue
attempts and I
realized there was
nothing I could do
to help them.

I couldn’t sleep for days. I
couldn’t eat at all. I was
anxious, nervous, impatient.
I was beating myself up for
simple things, like not being
able to finish reading a book
in ten minutes.

I guess… I accepted
that I’m… retired.

Well I’M not going to
accept it! You’re one of
us, Bart.
You didn’t give up on me,
and I’m certainly not
going to give up on you!
I’m going to call up Kent
and we’re going to get
this figured out.
You’re going to be Ryder
lightning again. I
promise th-Priority
message

Galatea, this is
Icon.
Alice Banks is at the
Judicial Center with
the Crey Police by her
side.

Oh no… not
those guys
again!*

Cap is already on
her way over to
Founders Falls. Get
over there and lend
her a hand.

(* “Spotlight” #1)
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Founders Falls
Judicial Center

Sir, this is just a
protective measure.

“What the
hell do you
think you’re
doing?”

“Protective”? More
like “criminal”.
If you think you
can detain either
of us you’re sadly
mistaken.

You’re messing
with a Hero
Corps executive
and a mother.
You DO NOT want
to get between me
and my daughter!

Ma’am, I’m a
mother too.
I’m just doing
my job.

Of course if Mister
“Celebutant” there
wants to step up, I’ll
be more than happy to
show him why I left
the Paragon Police.

Go ahead…

NO ONE IS
DOING
ANYTHING!

I’ll be sure to
personally
drag you to
Ziggursky
Prison
afterward.

Mister
Wentworth,
Missus Romanna,
we will try to be
as polite as we
can, but please…
please… do not
test us.
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Now we’re
justified
to use
force!

We told you
to leave.

Yeah? Well,
you just
said that to
the wrong
person!

You have the
right to
remain silent.

Never mind
using force
against an
actual police
officer!

Use it!

Dispatch, this
is Captain
Paragonna.

They’re jamming
communications…
… which means I
do this the hard
way until the
others get here.

Requesting
backup at the
Judicial center
in Founders
Falls.

Error.
No signal.

Captain Paragonna
Superhero Policewoman
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Crey units, this
is Persuader.
The Front
perimeter has
been breached.

This is Sniper
Post Alpha.
Galatea Powers
has been spotted
Heading towards
the courthouse.

Persuader
Crey Police Force

Her arrival was
anticipated.

“Galatea… I’ve
lost contact
with Cap, and
I can’t reach
Alex.”

Crey Heavy Unit,
engage on sight.
She must not enter
the building.

There she is!
Open fire!

Well I think I just
found out why.
I’ll be through it
in five minutes.

“Galatea…

Galatea!
D@mn…”

“Lyon, this is
Icon Powers.
I have lost
communications
with Captain
Paragonna and
Galatea is tied
up. What is your
location?
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Neither.

Just got off th’
tram.

I want you to head on over
to the stationhouse in
Liberty Town and find
Detective Junkers.

So who d’ ye want
me t’ help? ‘Taya
or Cap?

Lyon Powers
Welsh Superhero

So I’m bringing
in the cavalry?

Junkers owes Cap
a favor, so tell
him that you’re
working with cap
and he’ll give you
anything he can.

Not entirely. But
you will need
Police authority
to keep Crey from
getting away if
the others fail.

WHAT?!?

Trust me on
this, Lyon.

Ye better be
right ‘bout
this, Kent.
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Extraction Team to
Persuader…

Understood.
All team units, this is
Persuader. We have the
subject in custody.

We have Pyrogurl. We had
to sedate her to prevent
her from using her fire
powers on us.

Priority now is
transporting the
subject to the van.

Alice Banks just
pissed me off!
Are you
okay,
Tessa?

I won’t be “okay”
until I know Krys
is safe.

No… no,
I’m not!

And then I’ll show
Banks that you
don’t mess with a
Demon summoner!
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So we’re
expected to,
like, carry
her out?

Look, I don’t
care how you do
it; just do it!

Last time I
tried doing
that, the
little mutie
burned me!

Use your
shields as a
stretcher if you
have to, but we
have to get her
to the van ASAP!

You’re not going
anywhere with her.

Or you get to
spend all
your Crey
Sick Days in
the Ziggursky
Infirmary.

I’m giving you a onetime-only offer:
walk away right now,
and I’ll forget that
I saw you here.

Crey doesn’t
answer to
capes with
badges!

You’re about to
find out just how
wrong you are!
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All this trouble over
a girl who is barely
into her teens.

Pyrogurl joined us after I
was suspended from the Hero
Shield Program.

Pyrogurl
The Fire Ninja

When I was her age, I
used to worry about
whether Jimmy
bester would like
me, and whether or
not I should stuff
my bra.

In fact she was the first
“recruit” that Maximus Rex
made when he became leader.*

(* “Spotlight” #15)

Galatea,
what is
your
status?

Well, I should
have a spare
Awake patch to
help get her on
her feet.

Sorry, can’t
hear you… got
an automatic
gun ringing
in my ear!

“Five minutes,”
you said.
It’s been fifteen.
You getting soft
on us, Galatea?
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Uhhh… What was
that? Was that…?
The sonic-boom
of a really P-O’d
superhero? Yep.
How are you
feeling? Think
you can run?

Uh-Uh… Not an
option, Pyrogurl.

If you mean
ready to kick
some Crey butt,
yeah, I’m ready!

You’re their target.
I have to get you
out of here before
they go after you
with whatever
heavier firepower
‘taya hasn’t wrecked.

I just hope
Mom’s okay
and she’s not
in one of her
demon-fits.

Follow me.

S-s-sit doggy.

WHERE IS MY
DAUGHTER?

Kill it!
Kill it!

YAAAAHHH!
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Team units, this
is Persuader. I
want a sitrep.

Who is this?
This is a
private Crey
Channel.

I’m sorry,
your men are
all tied up
right now.

Oh I’m just your
friendly
neighborhood
F.B.S.A. agent
here to help you
out with that
sitrep.

Your ground teams are being
defeated by a Hero Corps exec who
is looking for both her daughter
and Alice Banks. Your best hope is
that she finds her daughter first.
Speaking of which, Pyrogurl is
currently being escorted out the
door by Captain Paragonna of the
Paragon City Police Department.
Your heavy reinforcement units are
falling like clay pigeons against
Galatea Powers, so they won’t be
able to help you either.

“Oh, and on the offchance you managed to
get out, you’d find the
only ground exit out of
Founders falls blocked.”

“What? You
don’t have the
authority!”

“Attempting to abduct
someone under the age
of seventeen? That’s
called ‘Amber Alert’.”

You can always try hiding in Eden, if
the Devouring Earth don’t get you.
If you try to leave by train you’ll find
squad cars waiting there as well.
Your sitrep is… you’re screwed.
We’re working on behalf of Alice
Banks, special prosecutor for
the Citizen Grand Jury.
And good luck selling that to
Galatea Powers when she shows up
there to knock you into next month.
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Galatea
Powers… at
long last
we meet in
person.

“She should be
inside the
Judicial
Center right
about… now.”

In many ways, I have
your family to thank
for my job.

You make it
sound like I
should know
you somehow.

Crey PD was a joke
until your sister
Leona broke it up in
2009 and had my
predecessor jailed.*

(* Note: Actually it was
Galatea in her covert tech
suit, but most people believe
that it was Leona after the
events in “Galatea Dawning”.)

Rather than dissolve
the division, I gave
it a new purpose.
We’re going to take
over for the police.
normal city
resources are at
their breaking
levels between what
happened with Galaxy
City and the recent
crime spree*.

Trust in heroes is
collapsing.
Soon whole
neighborhoods
will be turning to
Crey Police for
basic protection.
And we will thank
Alice Banks and
her grand Jury for
the publicity that
paves the way.

(* see recent issues.)

So you go from
false arrests
and blackmail to
glorified child
kidnapping…
and you think
you’re moving up?

You’re sick!
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History is
ultimately written
by the victor.
Check with the
Vatican if you
don’t believe me.

My Power
suit is now
fully-charged.

I designed it to
personally match
your power levels.

I have long wanted
to test it out oneon-one against
you.
Are you up for it?

Let’s go.

Persuader! Stand
down now!

Or the next
order I give
will both
deactivate
your power
suit and
sign your
termination
notice.

Identify yourself.
This is Countess
Clarissa Crey,
your employer.
You will stand
down right now…

Countess Crey
Crey Industries

Aww… sounds
like Mama Crey
won’t let you
play anymore.
Well maybe
after your
time-out we
can try again.

There will be another
time, Galatea Powers.
You can count on that.
Crey is the future of
this city, and it will be
my police force that
will keep it secure.
This… is just a prelude
to that glorious future.
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Later that afternoon…

“Your honor, I admit my
people may have been… a
little premature in their
actions--”
“Premature? Your
honor, we’re talking
about an armed siege
on the Judicial Center,
false detention,
attempted child
kidnapping--”
“All of which would have been
legal had the emergency hearing
proceeded as scheduled! My
people were simply following the
original timeline--”
“Oh, so you expect even the
judges to run according
to your schedule now? Is
that it?”
“That’s NOT what I mean, and
you know it! We were not
able to notify Crey Police
of the change in schedule
until it was too late.”
“Even without the child
kidnapping, there’s still the
matter of the armed siege
and the false detention.”
“None of which would have been
needed had the District
Attorney complied with my
request and turned Miss
Romanna to us when asked.”
“Protocol Fourteen, your
honor! Even underage,
Pyrogurl is still a
registered hero in this
city and deserves the same
protections as any other
hero regarding their
personal identity!”
“Please! Her real name
became a part of the
judicial process weeks
ago.* You can’t put the
genie back in the bottle.”
“Actually, I can, council.
And I hereby order it so.
Until her status as a
registered hero is
otherwise revoked, she will
be referred to in all legal
matters as Pyrogurl.”
(* Issue #1)

Your honor, in
light of recent
events, I ask that
the request be
denied.

Now… as to the
original
request for
protective
custody…

Furthermore, I’m
requesting an
order to bar Crey
Police from any
court-related
activities.
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Missus Banks, you
should be fortunate
that I decided to stay
inside for lunch this
afternoon.

Your honor, I
object. The district
Attorney knows that
my resources as
special prosecutor
are limited under
city charter.

Otherwise I would
have had to recuse
myself along with all
of the other judges
that were “detained”
when they tried to
return from lunch.

If I can’t protect my
witnesses, then I
can’t encourage
them to testify.

Judge Lewis Carson
Paragon City Superior Court

As a parent yourself, you should know
more than anyone here that any attempt to
wrest custody of a child from their
parents is not something that should be
taken lightly or done frivolously.
And yet, this afternoon, you did just that
with your little “stunt”.
Pyrogurl may be a registered hero, with
all the responsibilities that go with it,
but she is still underage. A fine line
still has to be walked in that regard.
“Walked”, Missus Banks, not trounced.

Motion for protective
custody is denied.
I am strongly urging,
though, that Pyrogurl
and her mother
cooperate with the
citizen grand jury and
provide whatever
testimony is pertinent,
but nothing more.

Don’t presume that you’ve won,
though, missus Banks.
I am ordering transcripts of
all Grand Jury testimony be
sent for judicial review. Any
suspected abuses on your part
will be forwarded over to the
Rhode Island Bar.

You’ll have that
court order
signed by the end
of business
today, Mister
Wentworth.

And my
motion,
your honor,
concerning
the Crey
Police?

Thank you Council;
this meeting is
concluded.
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Ah think this is a

CLLLLEARRR case of
Judicial ABUUUUUSE,

For more on the
strange turn of
events at the
Judicial Center, we
turn to PNN’s legal
consultant Nan
Bracer.

Robin.

Never in mah yEEars
as a state
prosecutor did
anyone suggest Mah
investigations be
subjeeectED to a
judicial review!

Nan, what do you
make of Judge
Carson’s decisions?

Nan Bracer - Legal Consu

PNN Late Afternoon News

This is someone with YEARRRRRS
of UNCONTEEEEESTED service to
protect CHILDREEEEEEN, and
suddenly her every move will be
subject to this Judicial
REVIEWWWWW from some unknown
panel of…

This is the newly-

EEEEEELECTEEED

District Attorney
flexing his muscles in
a case that he DID NOT
WAAAAAAANT to pursue.
Alice Banks is already

HAAAAMSTRINGED in her

role as special
prosecutor for the
citizen Grand Jury, and
now “Top Cop” Alex
Wentworth has further
SAAABOTAGED her case.

Well Ah don’t even KNOW

WHOOOO will be on this
panel. It could just be

“Top Cop’s” law clerks
for all we know.

Nan Bracer - PNN Legal Consultant - Former Prosecutor
Puh-LEASE Robin!

Uh… Nan, I don’t think
it’s fair to refer to
Alex Wentworth as
“Top Cop”.

This is the biggest
critic of police abuse
who is now in position
to prosecute cops. The
term “Top Cop” fits him
more than it does Chief
Clayton.

He’s the district
attorney, not the
police chief.
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And speaking of police officers, I have to take

EXXXXXCEPTION to this court order BARRRRRRING
Mah GOOOOOOD friend Alice Banks from using
private police services like the Crey Police to
protect her witnesses!

Once again, “Top Cop” Alex Wentworth is
FORRRRCING Alice to either rely on clearly PROHEEEEERO groups like Freedom Corps, or else use
some SUUub-STANDARRD security company.

Meanwhile, “Top Cop” Alex Wentworth enjoys
not only the personal protection of the
Paragon Secret Service, but also the
apparent support of several heeeeeroes that
used to belong to that DISGRAAAACED group
called the Guardians of the Dawn!
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AAAAnd with that I’m afraid

In related news, most of the
members of the Crey Police
Department that participated
in the incident at the Judicial
Center have been arrested on
charges of attempted felony
kidnapping and false
imprisonment.

we’ll have to move on…

That was PNN Legal
Consultant Nan Bracer on
what will certainly be a
contentious issue for
weeks to come.

Repeated calls to Crey
Industries for a statement
went unanswered.

PNN LATE AFTERNOON - ROBIN STEED - PNN LATE
We were
planning on
going from
here back to
Boston, but I
guess that
plan is out the
window now.

You two ready
to go?

I think so.

Faith Karl
Aka Galatea Powers

It’s okay, mom…

I know Alex said that
the judge didn’t outand-out “Order” my
little girl to testify,
but I still don’t want
that witch to be
anywhere near Kr...
Pyrogurl, much less
have her testify in that
fake grand jury.

Mister Wentworth said
that with the whole
Judicial Review in place
that Missus Banks won’t
be able to manipulate
anything I say so it
could hurt the guardians.

If I just tell them
what I know and what
I tell them is the
truth, then she’ll
dismiss me and that
will be it.

I wish it was that simple,
Pyrogurl.
Someone like Alice Banks
doesn’t get into a
position of power and
control without knowing
how to bend the rules to
their favor.

I’d put a lot of thought
into your answers
before you give them, no
matter how simple
those questions may be.
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It’ll probably be a
good idea for you to
change into your
civilian clothes
before we go
downstairs.

Alex has arranged
for you two to be
staying in a condo
near the University.
I’ll take you
through the channel
tunnel entrance so
you can avoid the
media hanging out
at the entranceway.

Don’t worry, as a
City Hall Envoy for
heroes, I’m sworn to
keep your real
identity a secret.

That’s good…
although I’m
surprised that
Mister
Wentworth isn’t
here to walk us
through all of
this.

Actually, Alex had me
making the arrangements
on the off-chance that
you’d have to stay here for
a few days. That’s part of
the reason why I wasn’t
here earlier today.

What happened to
him?

As for why Alex isn't here
right now…

He said he had an
errand to run.

Oh! Right...
I know exactly
what that
promise is!

Something about A
promise that he
said your mom
would understand.

Brickstown

YAAAA!!!
Come on!
Let go of my
hair!!

I promise I’ll walk
the rest of the way…
Please!!
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Please! Just let
me get on my feet!
Don’t drag me
through the doors
like an animal!

Steel Canyon - S.E.R.A.P.H. Offices
Early evening

No, I haven’t
talked with
Alex yet
about our
suspicions.

I’ll need you to
keep an eye on the
traffic coming
out of his office.

ICON
POWERS.

You’re the only
one that do it
with the same
frequency as--

We will
have
words.

I’ll have to call
you back.
Go ahead with
what we discussed.

ExGemini
Former Ascended

ExGemini… I’m sorry, but
“Icon Powers” is retired.

Enough.

As you can see, I’ve had
to take a more indirect
role in hero affairs.
Maybe if you can step
inside with me I can make
a few calls and--

Do not pretend to be
some ignorant paperpusher with me.

Where is Midnight
Arachnia?

WHERE IS
JESSICA?

I know that you are
still semi-active as
Icon Powers.
I know that you and
certain members of the
guardians are still
active as a group.

And I know that
you can answer
the question that
I came here for…

Next: Saved by…
Garry Becker?
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Words of wisdom and reference from writer and creator David 2.
From the desk of…

Kent Poderes
Technical Consultant
Protocol Fourteen:
In my original universe, I never had to worry about my secret identity being out. During the House UnAmerican Committee hearings of the early 1950’s, my father bravely exposed his secret identity to the
public, which not only ended the McCarthy witch-hunt, but it also ended Senator McCarthy’s career.
Of course, it also meant that my life as a young child was made that much more complicated once
everyone knew that Kent Powers was the son of Steelman. We had to have a new home created atop
Mount Washington in New Hampshire just to maintain some semblance of privacy. Even when I became an
adult and people called me “Icon Powers”, they still knew that I was Kent Powers.
It was even worse when I took my cousin in as my foster daughter. The media wanted to know
everything they could about her then, no different than child movie stars when they would grow up in the
public fishbowl. She literally grew up as a “hero celebrity”.
Coming to this universe and to Paragon City, we discovered that maintaining a secret identity was a
whole lot easier, thanks in large part to organizations such as Vanguard and the Federal Bureau for
Super-Powered Affairs, and also because of the laws that were put in place designed to protect
heroes.
The FBSA has in place twenty rules or “protocols” when dealing with registered heroes. Most of these
involve access to government information and services, but the most important ones deal with
protecting a hero’s personal life from being made public.
“Protocol Fourteen” is the most powerful of these rules, because it protects the private identity of a
registered hero in good standing. It prohibits prosecutors, defense attorneys, government officials,
and even members of the media to some extent from divulging that hero’s personal identity.
14: No duly registered hero in good standing shall be forced to divulge, in any way, information
that would reveal said hero’s personal identity should said hero decide to keep such information
private. No government agent or agency shall compel through coercion said hero to divulge
said information or to make available said information in any way that would become public. It
will be the responsibility of the Federal Bureau for Super-Powered Affairs to properly verify the
good standing of said hero and to enforce the protections outlined above.
This rule originally came about because attorneys would force heroes to unmask as part of their
testimony, and thus their personal lives were subject to retaliation. In addition, this world’s version
of the McCarthy Trials also attempted to expose many heroes that refused Continues on next page...
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to cooperate with their inquisition. Fortunately those efforts failed thanks to public pressure and
an Executive Order issued by President Eisenhower on behalf of heroes like Statesman.
I’m told that the penalties for revealing a registered hero’s identity can be pretty harsh. A
website operator funded by The Family to create a “burn list” of exposed hero identities was
convicted for violating the Federal Secrecy Act and sentenced to thirty years. A gossip
photographer took a picture of Ms. Liberty without her mask, and when he threatened to publish it,
he was in jail for six months, and then left with his memory wiped about what he saw. I understand
he’s now sensitive to flashbulbs.
Of course not every hero has a private identity. Some heroes choose to make their identity public.
But to those that choose to keep some semblance of a personal life, Protocol Fourteen ends up
being their best friend. It also keeps their real names from being wrongfully marred.
In 2010, Midnight Arachnia was falsely accused of being a spy for Arachnos. Deputy District
Attorney Edward Vance tried to use the situation to force her to unmask, ignoring the prohibitions
of Protocol Fourteen. Fortunately the Guardians of the Dawn had set up some contingency plans
that kept her real identity intact and allowed her the opportunity to escape so we could clear her
name.
Vance was never held to account for doing that, but it shows just how easily such protections can
be circumvented if we are not diligent about them.
In recent months I have come to appreciate what Galatea has been going through in terms of
keeping her personal life separate from her hero one. Having taken a private identity myself, I
know it’s not just a matter of putting on street clothes and a pair of glasses. I’m just glad that
there are resources in place to help keep that private identity truly private.

Nan Bracer is whipping the media up against the
Guardians… the Citizen Grand Jury is in full swing…
This looks like a job for… Garry Becker?
As strange as it may sound, Paragon City’s infamous
loudmouth may be exactly what the Guardians need
right now.
And where HAS Midnight Arachnia been since
the fall of Galaxy City? ExGemini is
determined to find out!
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